
SMART RETAILING
A Pneuron Perspective



Smart Retailing is a natural and dynamic follow-on 
opportunity now being pursued by leading retailers as the 
use of pervasive digital technologies begins to make 
important and even dramatic impact on the conduct of 
business in the retail setting. As noted in many forums, 
there is enormous margin pressure on retailers who face 
the strategic threat of online commerce combined with 
personalized logistics. This is especially critical in the
selling of commodity items, where the physical elements of the buying experience are dramatically 
less important to the successful shopper outcome. Frankly speaking, the day is not far off where 
Smart Homes will send replenishment orders directly to distributors who use personalized logistics 
to make customized deliveries directly to the home for any good where brand loyalty drives 
re-purchase decisions.

Context
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Forrester predicts that by 2016,
connected retail will influence

by creating meaningful experiences that
move the consumer from transacting

to conversing with a brand.1

44% of retail sales 

To compete successfully, physical retailers must deliver 
not only competitive pricing / value, but an in-store 
experience that promotes 360-degree satisfaction upon 
every visit. This means reduced stock-out rates, neat and 
clean retail space, informational and transactional 
excellence and, to the degree possible, a personalized 
end-to-end experience to make each visit to the store a 
(subconscious perhaps) memorable event.

To deliver this type of in-store performance, new

A recent report from Zebra Technologies reveals
that retailers think IoT will be the biggest

technological change to the industry this decade.

Nearly 96% of retail decision-makers say they
are ready to make changes needed to adopt IoT.2

A “Smart” Retail Experience

CHECKOUT 

Neat and clean retail space

Reduced stock-out rates

Informational and
transactional excellence

Personalized end-to-end experience for each visitor

96%



This perspective will focus on the operational elements 
of a first generation in- store sensor, analytics, and 
response system that serves as a key building block of a 
retailer’s longer term “digital strategy.” As such, 
important criteria such as the use of open standards, high 
degrees of flexibility, agility, and reliability, and the 
insistence that the customer experience be
placed at the center of all thinking will get
considerable discussion.

Conceptual architectural and performance 
management elements will also be drawn 

from an accompanying spreadsheet where 
approximations for various data flows, etc. 
have been modeled to draw out key design 

considerations. Several deployment-related 
factors will also be discussed as this, like any 

other new technology-driven program, will 
require a keen focus on the change 

management aspects of both people and 
process across the various in-store 

disciplines.

Prefer to do business
with retailers who use
personal information
to make their shopping
experience more
relevant.3

technologies are being investigated that promote the recognition of groups or individuals (whether 
exact or approximate) who enter the store, such that each aspect of their shopping experience can 
be optimized within the physical and operational constraints of the given location. The emergence 
of accurate, low cost sensors and digital output devices hold great promise in contributing to
the recognition of and personalization of the experience for individual customers. As these 
sensors gather more and “better” data, the virtuous cycle of Sensing / Analysis / Response
Planning / Response Effectiveness can yield ever more accurate and effective models, predictors, 
and execution delivery to continuously improve each aspect of the customer experience.
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Capability Imperatives
As with many “Smart” programs, the key principles around “Smart Retailing” are essentially the 
same. In this specific scenario, can the retailer perform the following actions, at scale, reliably, and 
without invading privacy while delivering measurable improvement in a shopper’s in-store 
experience that in turn delivers increased margins? The critical, and at the highest level, “must-do’s” 
include:
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There are approximately
30,000 beacons in use

in the U.S. today.

Today, 3% of retailers
can identify a customer
entering a store.

72% plan to have this
capability within the
next 5 years.3

That number is expected to
jump to 4.5 million active

beacons by the end of 2018.4

1 Capture relevant, reliable, and timely data or
information from the physical or virtual
“presence” elements of the store visitor.

For Example: Sensors determine 
presence, size, or even features of an 
individual; smart phones offer various 
levels of personally identifiable
information (PII) sharing digitally.

4 Execute the selected response plan by
leveraging both physical and virtual (digital)
assets to ensure a closed loop follow-through
on the recommended action.

For Example: Digital signage in the 
vicinity of the candidate shopper displays 
a short advertisement highlighting
today’s specials for target items where in-store coupons are available (and of course available stock is waiting on the 
shelf). Such a digital response plan can also be augmented by cueing an available in-store associate to “be on the 
lookout” and offer assistance in the immediate vicinity of the recommended product.

2 Perform various value-added analytics on a
combination of sensed data, derived data,
predictive models, and other factors to
accurately characterize an “event”.

For Example: Resolve that a 6’ person 
(presumably male given demographic 
and transactional history modeling) has 
entered the retail space generally or a 
given location specifically; possibly even 
knowing the individual from a digital 
fingerprint.

3 Complete secondary analytics which
comprehend the detected or predicted
event, analyze possible responses to this
event, and recommends or even selects an
optimal response which maximizes one or
more operational performance measures.

For Example: The Smart Retailing system 
would develop a single or multi-stage 
response plan that factors in multiple 
elements including availability of
personnel or digital signage in the appropriate area of the store; pre-packaged response sequences like delivery of a 
TV-based advertisement most effective with males 18-49 having factored in time of year, day of week; and time of day 
along with other factors such as weather forecast, available stock on hand, in-store coupon offerings and a host of 
other contributing factors.

Studies show an up to 20x increase in customer purchase intent
after receiving in-store deals and messages via digital media.4

Where Digital
Shoppers Go for Help

Own Device or
In-store Device

Sales
Associate

Check Product Information
Check Item Availability
Checkout or Make Payment

80%
78%
76%

20%
22%
24%

22% of consumers
spend more in-store
as a result of using
digital.

With more than half
spending at least
25% more than they
had intended.5



Architectural Principles
Given the typically incremental build-out of such a transformational program, there are key criteria 
that are critical to ensure the system stays resilient to change and precludes the need for a non-
linear expenditure to re-work or significantly undo prior effort. These include:
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5 Perform “after-action” analytics which examine
the effectiveness of all phases of this in-store
capability. By capturing feedback from both
people and systems, important conclusions
and improvements can be made to the core
operational systems. Those improvements
typically impact the “rules” from which both
events are characterized and responses are
generated and executed.

For Example: On a daily or even shift basis, correlations can be performed between transactional systems and the 
recommendation engine to establish the efficacy of the recommendation engine’s current rule set. Feeding back 
suggestions and ideas from the staff are also critical to ensure the recommended execution plan is repeatedly and 
expertly executed. A good example is the assumptions about the time required to move to a targeted area of the store or 
provide consultative assistance to a shopper.

Consumers who use a device during their
shopping journey convert at a 40% higher rate.5

Modular, Loosely-Coupled Architecture
The sheer array of assets and operational systems currently in place presents a tremendous integration challenge 
for a transformation initiative. Each device, system and application is typically built and maintained subject to some 
proprietary or public standard that rarely stands still. In the envisioned future state, the complexity of time-varying 
change will require that distinct parts of the “solution” can be examined, improved, removed, upgraded, or 
replaced without material impact on other “solution” components. This preserves the ability to incrementally 
advance the global solution but only in steps where the negative (short-term) impacts are felt more / only locally.

Highly Flexible & Agile Infrastructure
Strongly correlated to the modular architecture is the inherent flexibility and agility of the solution to adapt to 
changes in mission, sources, actions and destinations to solve both next generation and unanticipated problems 
without major re- structuring of the “solution” design. The technology strategy simply must allow for graceful, 
effective, and efficient incorporation of new requirements with minimal cost and disruption to the existing “solution” 
architecture.

It is critical to note that a visionary system as 
outlined above is not an “all or nothing” proposition. 
Each of these components can be built in a phased 
fashion which allows for a graceful entry point, 
phased change management approaches, and 
alignment to financial and logistical constraints. 
What is critical is to have a longer-range vision to 
ensure that each constructed element aligns to the 
overall “architecture” of the “Smart Retailing” vision.

Ability to Create Operational, Decision-Making, and Execution Hierarchy
With the breadth, scale, and complexity of an entire retail store chain being built-out, the architecture must 
accommodate widely varying degrees of centralization, decentralization, and “hierarchy” in all phases of
operation. There is simply not the time, financial resources, nor capability to design a monolithic, fully centralized 
operating model for a highly dynamic “organic” system. By introducing hierarchy, designers can solve both the 
“physics” challenges of transfer and processing of large quantities of fast-moving data, but also address the inherent 
balance required between the desire for some degree of local “in- store” control versus the “intelligence” benefits of 
centralized knowledge aggregation.



Operational Concept for “Smart Retailing”
The following graphic depicts sample information flows and processing strategy in the context of a 
“Smart Retailing” operational scenario. It is important to be mindful of the architectural principles 
outlined earlier to ensure that a long-term transformational strategy such as “Smart Retailing” is 
well positioned to adapt to the expected high rate of change in requirements, technology, 
processes, etc.

To summarize, there are multiple critical components of a technology strategy that can achieve 
significant transformational impact at scale. Given conflicting priorities, limited resource 
availability, disparate existing technologies, new roles for shoppers in the shaping of demand and 
service delivery, and a host of other factors, planners must embrace next generation technology 
and strategy to ensure success over the long term. The solution architecture must present a 
robust set of modular, adaptive, low-cost, low-impact, and agile features to successfully deal with 
the expected problem complexity.
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Distributed Value Creation (invest, build, use)
Depending on the business model of the retailer, it may be necessary to devise a program strategy that engages 
local owners (e.g. franchisees) as willing participants in the investments required to build out the overall system. To 
create that engagement (which could well mean investment) there must be clear mechanisms to create tangible 
value on a distributed basis that can be realized locally and provide a definitive ROI for those local investments. 
Fewer stock-outs, better conversion of browsers to buyers and improved workforce planning could all help offset 
local expenditures, while aggregated sourcing costs, optimized advertising and merchandising programs, and lower 
inventories could meet the financial objectives at the chain level.
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Pneuron Alignment to “Smart Retailing” Transformation
Pneuron is a platform designed from the ground-up to serve a class of problems that are highly 
consistent with the challenges laid out above. Offering an innovative distributed, event-driven 
processing model, with similarities to a microservices-based architecture, it has great promise 
to simplify the mechanics of the design, build, deploy, and run activities required for a store 
through a retail chain scale transformation program. Pneuron’s key design points represent strong 
alignment to those critical success factors detailed above. Specific Pneuron functionality is
provided to demonstrate this alignment:

In this model, Pneuron’s Cortex serves as an integration, workflow management, and distributed 
execution server that provides the rapid integration, flexibility, and adaptability needed over the 
extended period of time required to fully implement “Smart Retailing”. Critically, robust and 
low-cost sensor networks are deployed in key locations throughout the store to capture the most 
timely and relevant source data. Key details such as sensor positioning will have a material impact 
on overall quality of the end-to-end solution as “earlier” event detection affords added time to 
gather proper enrichment data and complete, as necessary, the requisite pre-, primary, and 
post-processing analyses.

While the concept presented here details a centralized component to the detection - decision - 
response cycle it may turn out that operational demands are too time limited to complete the 
required round trip. In such circumstances the architecture must support decentralized execution 
of the recommendation engine with supporting data already pre-positioned locally. In such cases, 
classic trade-offs between speed and completeness will constantly evolve. Conveniently, a 
distributed execution model affords highly agile changes to that processing architecture as 
conditions and requirements change.

From a performance point of view, round-trip cycle times would typically be targeted in the 2-10 
second range to support a range of events, analyses, recommendation generation and response 
delivery. Given largely human-centric store operations it is expected that the message traffic would 
be very manageable within the store, creating the primary dependency on the speed of the 
communications links between store and back-end engines and the processing capacity of those 
engines themselves. Conveniently, the workflow and execution management capabilities of 
Pneuron’s server can parallelize units of work across clustered resources to ensure stable 
throughput levels.
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The need to rapidly integrate / interoperate with a highly distributed and disparate set 
of sources and targets: systems, databases, applications, services, etc. that are 
required to address end-to-end execution.

“Smart Retailing” holds great promise in the hyper-competitive world of retailing. By combining 
both human and machine-centric disciplines and processes and leveraging a highly flexible and 
adaptable architecture, strategists can continuously improve results through rapid deployment of 
“experiments” and learnings into the production scenario.
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A standards-based, lightweight processing and messaging model that allows 
disparate processing requirements to be met with a serial or parallel processing 
strategy without disproportionate or dedicated infrastructure.

The ability to seamlessly mix native, embedded, and “called” functionality to both 
leverage existing intellectual property and infrastructure and to readily adapt to new 
solution sources, destinations or processing elements.

The need to address both vertical and horizontal scaling requirements utilizing either 
static or dynamic control regimes to provide maximum processing responsiveness to 
time-varying workloads.

The need (or high desire) to create a distributed execution model that successfully 
adapts to the available resources across one or many operating environments.

The need to support hierarchical systems design and execution to breakdown solution 
complexity, create provably correct components, and structure composite solutions 
from those proven sub-elements.

The need to readily adapt to constantly changing data, processing, integration, 
business process, and analytical requirements with a highly localized, cost effective, 
manageable, testable, and self-documenting change in order to allow continuous 
improvement with high ROI achievement.

The need for very high solution designer productivity to ensure short design and 
deployment cycles that create incremental benefits at high ROI.
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About Pneuron
Pneuron enables organizations to rapidly solve business problems through a groundbreaking, 
distributed approach that sidesteps the costly prerequisites of traditional approaches. Pneuron’s 
focus is on operationalizing the insights of “Big Data”, existing functionality of applications and the 
inherent potential of existing data through the deployment of intelligent workflows. These 
workflows are deployed as a non-invasive, distributed processing network that leverages a
microservices-styled architecture. By visually configuring various native services (Pneurons) into a
non-invasive “fabric”, designers combine data interactions, analytics, and process controls into 
intelligent workflows.

“The future of the high street lies in connected retail“. The Guardian, July 2013


